An improved apparatus based on the pressure-change method of Knobler is made for the purpose of obtaining interaction second virial coefficients with high accuracy. The apparatus is also used for the Burnett expansion method. Each interaction virial coefficient, B129 is determined from the excess virial coefficient obtained by the Knobler method, and the pure quantities, Bn and 2?22> obtained by the Burnett method. The second and third virial coefficients for carbon dioxide, methane and ethane were measured at 25°C by the Burnett method. The lowest pressure was about 25 kPa and the highest was about 3 MPa. The excess second virial coefficients were obtained at 25°C by measuring pressure changes in mixing of two pure gases for the three binary systems consisting of the three gases. Mixtures produced in the process of the pressure-change method were further used in the Burnett method for obtaining Bi2 in another way. The interaction second virial coefficients B12 obtained for the systems of carbon dioxide~methane, carbon dioxide~ethane, and methane~ethane at 25°C are -64.8±0.4, -121.8±0.7, and -92.9 ±0.4 cm3 mol~1, respectively.
Intro duction
Virial coefficients of pure and mixed gases are fundamental physical quantities essential for thermodynamical analysis of fluid-phase equilibria and for studies of intermolecular potentials. The virial coefficients have been measured by many investigators using various methods. Extensive data on virial coefficients are available for common gases and many of them obtained before 1968 are compiled in the book of Dymond and Smith8] . However, considerable inconsistency is found among the data obtained by different investigators as found in that compilation.
The interaction virial coefficients have been reported for more than 220 systems and are used for obtaining interaction parameters in the empirical equations of state. Nevertheless, the consistency of the data has not been so well ascertained and not a few data appear to be erroneous. The experimental methods for obtaining interaction virial coefficients of mixed gases may be divided into four groups according to the techniques applied. The first is the direct method where pressure, temperature and density are measured independently.
The second is the expansion method proposed by Received October 13, 1979 . Correspondence concerning this article should be addressed to T. Katayama. H. Ohmori is now with JGC CORPORATION Yokohama 232. VOL. 13 NO. 4 1980 Burnett2\ which has the remarkable advantage of avoiding the density determination. These two methods have mainly been used for pure gases.
The third is the phase-equilibrium method, which is divided into two kinds. One is the solubility technique of Rigby and Prausnitz19) and Coan and King5) , and the other is the gas-chromatographic technique proposed by Everett and Stoddart9) . The fourth is the gas-mixing method, which may be the mostuseful for obtaining excess virial coefficients with high accuracy. This method can be divided further into two methods : the pressure-change method and the volume-changemethod. Knobler et al.U) developed a remarkable apparatus for determining the excess virial coefficients, a. They measured the coefficients for several systems from the small pressure change induced by the isothermal mixing of two pure gases at the same pressure. As the excess virial coefficient is directly related to the small pressure change, every possible care must be taken with the apparatus and the mixing procedure to maintain high accuracy. This method was modified and extended by Knobler15 }, Brewer and Vaughn1\ and Hall and Eubank12) . In this study an apparatus was made for the purposes of determining pure and interaction virial coefficients with high accuracy. The apparatus can be applied to the two different methods, the Burnett method and the pressure-change method. 
Experimental Apparatus and Procedure
The experimental apparatus is shown schematically in Fig. 1 . The apparatus consisted of twin vessels (each having a cold trap and about 400 cm3 insidevolume), a thermostated double water bath put in an air bath, a pressure transducer, an air-piston gage and a quartz Bourdon gage. The first cell (G) was isolated from the second cell (H) by a constant-volume valve (a) and a null-type diaphragm transducer (C) manufactured by Ruska Instr. Co. The pressure of the sample gas was measured with an air-piston gage (A) manufactured by Ruska Instr. Co. with a reproducibility better than ±3ppm. The twin cells and valves and lines connected to the cells were all thermostated together at a temperature regulated within ±0.001°C by use of the double water bath and the air bath. The temperature as defined by the IPTS of 1968 was measured within an accuracy of 0.005°C by a precision nuclear quadrupole resonance thermometer produced by Yokogawa Electric Works Ltd. 1. 1 Pressure-change method The excess virial coefficient is obtained by measuring the pressure change when the two different gases contained in respective vessels at an equal pressure are mixedat a constant temperature. The pressure measured after mixing is different from the initial pressure as the intermolecular forces are changed by the mixing of pure gases. This pressure difference is directly related to the excess virial coefficient. In this experiment, the methodof Knobler et al. was improved in the following three points : a) As the initial pressure charged was nearly three times as high as in the case of Knobler, the accuracy of excess quantity was expected to be about ten times as high. b) The volumes of the two cells were not required to 258 be identical, because the effect of the difference of volume was overcome by use of a newly derived equation. c) The mixed gas obtained from the procedure in the pressure-change method could be further applied to the Burnett method. Therefore, the interaction virial coefficients were determined by two different methods. In the pressure-change method of this work, one pure gas was charged into both cells until both sides of the diaphragm reached about 300 kPa. Then zero correction of null indicator (D) was made, keeping the pressures of both sides of the diaphragm equal. Thereafter, one of the cells was evacuated by a vacuum pump to 10"5 mmHgand then charged with another sample gas. The pressures of both contents were set exactly the same by the pressure transducer and a control pack (B) of Ruska Instr. Co.
The cells were removedfrom the water bath after the perfect balance was recognized by opening valve (a) for the mixing of the gases*. Then the contents of both cells were solidified by feeding liquid nitrogen into one of the two cold traps. After complete solidification of all gases in the cell was observed by use of the pressure transducer, valve (a) was closed. Liquid nitrogen in the cold trap was blown out, and the contents were mixed in the cell as the solidified mixture was heated to the temperature of the water bath. The mixed gas was expanded to the other cell through the constant-volume valve (a). The mixing operations were repeated three times so as to attain perfect mixing. Perfect mixing** was usually obtained after repeating the solidification once or twice. The small pressure change induced by the mixing was measured with the combination of the pressure transducer and a quartz Bourdon gage (F) of Texas Instr. Co. which was calibrated by the air-piston gage at each run. The experiment was usually done three times, changing the initial filling pressure in successive runs. The mixture obtained in the pressure-change method was used later for the Burnett method.
2 Burnett method
The virial coefficients of pure gases were determined by the Burnett method. In this method, accurate pressure measurementsare required only before and after isothermal stepwise expansions between the two cells. Since the Burnett method has been widely used by many investigators because of its experimental simplicity, the details of this experimental method are not described here. Materials Research-grade carbon dioxide and meth-* If the pressure-balancing was not perfect, a zero shift on Null-Indicator (D) occurred when valve (a) was opened.
** Perfect mixing was checked by gas chromatographical analysis of the compositions of the two cells.
ane were obtained from Seitetsu Kagaku Co., Ltd., having specified minimum purities of 99.99% and 99.97%, respectively. Research-grade ethane was supplied by Phillips Petroleum Co. and had a specified minimum purity of 99.99%. All gases were used without further purification.
Data Treatment

1 Burnett method
The Burnett data obtained in this experiment are analyzed by using two different virial equations. The first is the Berlin-form equation given as a power series in P, and the other is the Leiden-form equation given as a power series in p. 1) Berlin-form equation (Method I): If subscript i denotes the value before (7+ l)th expansion, the pressures before and after the (7+l)th expansion can be written with the virial equation of Berlin-form truncated after the fourth term as nRT1 Pi=I^L(l+B'Pi+C'Pl+D'Pl) (1) Pi+1=^^r(l+B'Pi+1-+CPU^DfPl+1) (2) The ratio of Pt and Pi+1 is given by Eq. (3), omitting the terms higher than P\ \
where N, known as the cell constant, is (V1+ V2)/V1. For measurements in low-pressure regions, N is assumed to be constant and independent of pressure at constant temperature. Rearranging Eq. (3), we obtain Eq. (4), which is very useful for graphical analysis.
In the plot of (Pi-NPi+1)/PiPi+1 against Pt the value of B' is obtained from extrapolating to P=0 and that of C from the slope at zero pressure. The shape of the curve changes with small variations of the cell constant, especially in the low-pressure region. Therefore, the cell constant was determined by the trial-anderror method so that the curve could become almost linear in the low-pressure region. For all gases, the plots of Eq. (4) became almost linear and the extrapolated values to P=0 were reliable. The value of (Pi-NPi+1) becomes zero if the gas obeys the ideal gas law; that is, this value is almost zero particularly in the low-pressure region. Therefore, the plot of Eq. (4) is very sensitive to error in pressure measurement in the region as shown in Fig. 2. VOL 13 NO.4 1980 However this data reduction is a good method when the Burnett data are reduced in laying emphasis on the low-pressure region.
2) Leiden-form equation (MethodII): Since the reduction method based on the Leiden-form equation is well known, the outline of this method is simply described.
The pressure ratio of values before and after the (f+ l)th expansion is smoothed by use of a third-order equation in pressure. The compressibility factor of z'-th expansion, Zu is written as follows. Z^PtNyiPo/Zo) (5) where (Po/Zo) is the run constant obtained as the limiting value ofNlPi vs. Pt at P=0. Once the value of (Po/Zo) is determined, the Z value at any intermediate pressure in the expansion series is obtained from Eq. (5). The gas density, pi9 is calculated from the Zi value. As a typical case, the result for methane is listed in Table 1 .
Rearranging the Leiden-form equation truncated after the third virial coefficient, we obtain the following equation :
(Zityp^B+ Cpi (6) The plot of (Zi-\)/pi vs. pt gives the second and third virial coefficients from the intercept and the slope at P=09 respectively. In this reduction method, the accuracy of the apparatus constant, N, is important since the Z?: value is proportional to the i-th power ofN.
2 Pressure-change method
The quantities determined in this method are the As two pure gases are filled at exactly the same pressure, the filling pressure is written in terms of a finite virial expansion in density,
In the same way, the pressure of the mixed gas is Pm=RTpJl+Bmpm+ Cmpim)
where
C^ytCn i+ tylytCM+ Syjl Cm+ylCm JP=Pm-Pt is given as the following equation.
-(RT/SPtXfa-pMp&u-ptCnJ
where a and fit are the excess second and the excess third virial coefficients defined by Eqs. (14) and (15), respectively :
a=Bli-$(Bll+Bts) and h is defined as
If the volume of the first cell is exactly equal to that 260 of the second one, the value of h becomeszero and Eq. (13) reduces to the same equation as derived by Knobler15 ).
Equation (13) is transformed into the following equation if the higher terms after (Pf/RTf are omitted :
( 1 7) For Eq. (17), the second and third virial coefficients of pure gases obtained by the Burnett method are used but the interaction third virial coefficients, C122
and Cn2, must be estimated from the method of Chueh and Prausnitz4) . However, the contribution of the estimated Ci22 and C112 to a value was found to be less than 0.5% in this experiment. The magnitudes of the three terms in Eq. (17) for the three systems are shown in Table 2 . The contribution of the first term to a was more than 94%, and the second and the third terms were, respectively, 6 % and 0.2%.
Results and Discussion
The second and third virial coefficients for pure carbon dioxide, methane and ethane obtained by the Burnett method at 25°C are given in Table 3 . There are no significant differences between the second virial coefficients obtained from the two reduction methods. The estimated errors are 0.5, 0.07 and 0.5 cm^mol"1 for carbon dioxide, methane and ethane, respectively. The estimated errors of the third virial coefficients are within 1400, 100 and 1800 cm6-mol-2 for carbon dioxide, methane and ethane, respectively. These errors for the third virial coefficients are not so small, System Values of Bl2 for the systems of carbon dioxide~methane and carbon dioxide^ethane at 25°C have not been reported before, though Zaalishvili22) measured B12 for these systems in the temperature region of 311~511 K. The values of B12 for these systems are compared with that estimated by the method of Tsonopoulos21).
In the system of carbon dioxide~methane, the estimated value is in good agreement with the experimental one.
For the system of carbon dioxide~ethane, the estimated value of B12 is different from the experimental one; the absolute value of B12 obtained for the mixture is smaller than each of the pure virial coefficients. The value of B12 for the system of methane~ethane at 25°C was reported by Guggenheim and McGlashan10), Gunn11} and Dantzler et al.6) . The data of Guggenheim and Gunn were not measured by use of the pressure-change method. Messrs. Takaaki Iwai and Yoshiaki Hiromitsu for their work in the preliminary PVTexperiment. The authors also acknowledge the valuable assistance of Takashi Mizuhaya, Tetsuro Saito, Atsuko Murakami and Ikuo Kobayashi in performing the experimental measurements. The authors are grateful to Yokogawa Electric Works Ltd. for a precision nuclear quadrupole resonance thermometer. This work was largely supported by a Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research from the Ministry of Education, Japan. (16) apparatus constant moles of sample gas pressure pressure difference gas constant temperature volume mole fraction compressibility factor [Pa" 2] [ 
